
 

Five tips on essay writing style 
 
Write in the third person 

 
Remember, when you are writing a formal essay, you should write in the third 
person rather than the first person. This means that you won’t use words such as 
‘I’, ‘me’, ‘my’ etc. The reason for this is that it makes you sound more confident in 
your argument. For example, if the Prime Minister were to send Australian 
soldiers to war, he wouldn’t say “I think Australia should send troops,” but rather 
would say “Australia must send troops.” 
 

Use formal language 
 
This means that you will avoid abbreviations and contractions, such as “eg” or 
“can’t”. You will also avoid slang words or phrases. Speak as formally as you can, 
including calling your novel a novel rather than a book and your film a film 
rather than a movie.  
 

Always refer to authors or directors by their surnames 
 
You are not friends with the authors or directors you are talking about, so you 
wouldn’t usually refer to them by their first name. If you were writing about 
Shakespeare, you wouldn’t call him “William”, “Will”, or “Billy”. Instead, refer to 
him and all other composers of texts by their surname. 
 

Incorporate quotes fluently 
 
Explain and attribute your quotes before you say them. When you are watching a 

news report, they always tell you who is speaking either before they speak, or as 

they’re speaking with a caption on the screen. They would never have someone speak 

and only tell you who they were once they’d finished. 

 

Along with this, if you have to say “This quote shows that” after a quote, you 
haven’t incorporated it fluently. Try to provide some more context prior to 
starting the quote. 
 

Structure quotes appropriately 
 
For shorter quotes, just place the quote in inverted commas and follow it with 
the citation in brackets. 
For longer quotes – greater than three lines – place them on a new line and 
indent them from the side of the page. These quotes don’t need quote marks, but 
still need a citation in brackets after the quote. 
 


